In this book Dr. Barton, who is well known to the world of scholars as the writer of a number of valuable articles upon kindred subjects, gives us much more than the rather modest title would imply. He not only discusses the origines Semiticae in their several aspects, but follows out in careful detail the evolution of Semitic social and religious institutions, and traces their influence upon both the ancient and the modern world. In an inquiry of this nature social and religious questions are inseparably bound together, but the main interest naturally centers in the development of the Semitic religious systems which have so powerfully influenced the world's history.
polyandry resembling the Nair type. "Out of this there grew, through the formation of small trading clans and the influence of the capture of women, a system of Thibetan polyandry and, later, a system of male kinship" (p. 8o).
In regard to the primitive religion of the Semites, the author accepts, in the main, Robertson Smith's conclusions, according to which the early Semitic community was conceived as made up of gods, men, and animals, all united by the bond of actual physical kinship. Each clan possessed its own deity, whose sphere of activity was limited to a definite locality. But Dr. Barton goes a step beyond this. Starting from the principle that the religious conceptions of every people must reflect the conditions actually existing among them, he draws the conclusion that a matriarchal society must possess matriarchal ideas of religion.
As this appears to have been the prevailing social condition among the primitive Semites, to whom male kinship was practically unknown, their earliest deities must have been mother-goddesses, and the author adduces a very considerable mass of evidence to prove that this theory is in accord with the existing facts. These goddesses represented to their worshipers the principle of fecundity, and the festivals held in their honor were attended by sexual orgies which, more or less modified in form, survived till a late period. When, however, the old matriarchal system passed away and descent came to be reckoned through the father, the religious ideas of the Semites underwent a corresponding transformation, and the old mother-goddesses gave way to father-gods. This principle forms the guiding thread of Dr. Barton's argument. In process of time the religious ideas of the several Semitic peoples were, with advancing civilization, greatly modified and developed by political, social, and economic influences, and this development is carefully traced with great wealth of detail; but the fact is always kept in view that the whole Semitic religious fabric rests upon these primitive conceptions.
A thoughtful estimate is given of the influence of the Semites upon, the non-Semitic world in ancient and in modern times, and a specially The reader is requested to work the book through, notes and all, and to reflect whether the evidence presented makes the conclusion tenable, or at least plausible. The author goes his own independent way, chary of fine print, not always regarding the editor's preface, and saying in the 350 odd pages apparently all he purposed to say. The method is noteworthy. Starting with the titles as given in tradition, he proceeds, at least in the case of Peter, to discover from Paul, gospels, Acts what the theological and ethical tendency of Peter is, as contrasted with that of Paul, and learns that the latter is a mystic, the former a disciplinarian; that, while both are at one in dogma, they differ in practice; that the right of it, in these often diametrically opposed types, is not always with Paul (pp.
63, 82).
With this estimate of Peter in mind, we are brought to First Peter and are shown the work of a disciplinarian.
To be sure, the words are the words of Silvanus, but the ideas are the ideas of Peter. What overplus of agreement with Paul exists proves to be only " commonplace," "pulpit formulae," while the "disagreement is in the remarkable" (p. 20). Although we are in the " same school of thought" as that of " Hebrews" and "James," yet, it is assumed, the disciplinarian is distinctively Peter. The first letter, we learn, is addressed to an Asiatic Christianity, and written from Rome (Babylon) in 58-64. The
